2010-11 Committee Assignments

Advising, recruitment and admissions

Undergraduate Advisors (staff member: Dill)
Freshman: Fygenson Sophomore: Monreal
Junior: Campagnari (F/W); Cannell (S)
Senior: Antonucci Transfer students: Stuart

CCS Committee Guruswamy, Martinis, Horowitz (W/S)

Society of Physics Students Advisor Monreal

Graduate Admissions Balents (Chair), Campagnari (F/W), C. Gwinn (W/S), Pincus, Sherwin, Srednicki

Graduate Mentors for incoming students**
Bouwmeester, Fisher (W/S), Giddings, Oh (F/W), Pincus, Richman

**Graduate Mentors work with their assigned students until advancement to candidacy.

Graduate Advisor: Marolf

Teaching

Curriculum Committee Polchinski (Chair), Gwinn, B, Mazin, Dill

Graduate Seminar Antonucci, Lipman (S), Xu

Lab Courses Committee Stuart (Chair), Hansma, Pizzi

Service Courses Committee Freedman (Chair), Geller

TA Training Committee Freedman (Chair), Geller

Wisepersons Antonucci, Bouwmeester (F/S), Eardley (S), Fisher (W/S), Giddings, Polchinski

Other

Executive: Awschalom, Morrison (W/S), Richman, Srednicki (F),

Colloquium Fall: Bouwmeester, Shraiman
Winter: Lubin, Ludwig
Spring: Berenstein, Fisher

Shops Hansma (Chair), Lipman (S), Martinis (F/W), Lum, Dutter

Library Zee

Faculty Legislature Representative Giddings, Srednicki, Zee

Diversity and Affirmative Action B. Gwinn (Chair), Carlson (F/W), Oh (F/W), Geller

Women in Physics Advisor Bleszynski Jayich

Planning

Development: Fygenson (Chair F), Treu (Chair W/S), Berenstein, Guruswamy

New Building: Sherwin (Chair), Awschalom, Cleland, Lubin, Marolf

FTE: Cleland (Chair), Carlson (F/W), C. Gwinn (W/S), Ludwig, Horowitz (W/S), Martin (F), Shraiman, Stuart

Publicity (web page, newsletter, etc.) Martin, Mazin, Lum

I.u. 7/6/10